Why Choose Spectrum Interiors
•
•
•

We manufacture in-house at our Chester site in the UK.
We give the best advice and service to our clients from our skilled team of Production Managers,
Estimators, Sales Advisors and Interior Designer.
Dissimilar to most of our competitors, we can serve you through every stage of your washroom
transformation.

SERPENTINE
“Serpentine’s quality and elegance gains instant
respect from everyone it serves, giving a five-star status
to all projects.”

Architects & Specifiers
•
•
•

CAD & BIM information is available to be downloaded now from our website for all our products.
We supply products that are superior to our competitors. Manufacturing bespoke specifications is easy to
do in our UK factory.
Our team are experienced in making your project stand out; if your project has a strong design theme we
can help you to achieve this.

Sleek and contemporary for prestigious projects
Strong, with substantial ironmongery suitable for heavy usage

For Contractors and Fitters
•
•
•

All our products are easy to install and some ranges need no pre-drilling at all.
Our team will advise the correct materials and assist with design.
We offer some of the fastest lead times in the UK washroom business.

For the End User
•
•
•

Choose from our prestigious or budget ranges but always receive the best quality products from Spectrum
Interiors.
Our team are always available to assist end users with design and installation.
We offer a site survey for your project to give assurance and advice regarding materials and measurements.

Spectrum Interiors Installation Team
Spectrum Interiors have a skilled team of installers. With their experience, washrooms are completed from start
to finish with accuracy and speed. Our clients vow that our installation team save them time and money on
their projects.

Contact us with your requirements on 01244 333 488 or email info@spectruminteriors.co.uk

A number of finishes are available for the glass; including back painting,
vinyl and frosting
Rimless 10mm chemical resistant, easy-clean toughened glass
All perforations are engineered in-house ensuring precision and quick
assembly
No maintenance is needed

CUBICLES

Welcome to the Spectrum Interiors washroom brochure. We have provided commercial washroom
solutions to the UK since 2002. Our experience, products and installations serve every sector. We
understand how to diversify, achieving the best washroom projects in the UK.

SISKIN

“Status’ sleek design offers excellent
privacy due to its flush-facing design
with no gaps.”

“The locking mechanism is designed to fit within the
fabric of the pilaster, so that when the door is closed
it creates a flat surface to the front and interior of the
cubicle.”

44mm thick panels in a range of quality finishes

Incredibly strong, solid flush–faced system

Optimal privacy

Extremely durable, with a 32mm solid framework

Sleek contemporary flush–faced system

Partially adjustable on site

Range of ironmongery options available

Fully framed in aluminium with powder coated options

High-end design for prestigious projects

Standard and bespoke sized doors available
Long-lasting integral mortice lock

CUBICLES

STATUS

SIGNATURE

“Sorrento is the installers ‘first choice’
as there’s no need for pre-drilling, which
helps to prevent unsightly mistakes
when installing.”

“Narrow pilasters increase the door width; which can be
useful for small spaces and situations where you may be
carrying luggage or assisting young children.”

Elegant design with oval pilasters

Unique system available only from Spectrum Interiors

Multiple choice of ironmongery available

Quick lead times & easy installation

Interchangeable with all materials; even glass and MFC

Sleek, square edged aluminium pilaster

No pre-drilling, so no unwanted holes

Narrow pilasters perfect for small places

Fully adjustable to any width or height

Full height pilasters for a seamless finish

Quick lead times & easy installation

Finish the look with multiple choices of ironmongery

Rising Butt Hinge

Open Hinge

Rounded Indicator

Coat Hook

CUBICLES

SORRENTO

SALVINO

“Solo proves that washroom design can
be vibrant and engaging for children of
all ages.”

“Salvino pilasters and doors can be made to any width,
to suit unusual room sizes or to fit around existing
features.”

Perfect for children

Entirely manufactured by Spectrum Interiors in the UK

Available in heights to suit any age

Fully adjustable pilasters

Bespoke, decoratively shaped doors

Versatile material options to cater to all budgets

Any creative combination of laminate and colour

Exceptional lead times & easy installation

Allows adult supervision

Childrens’ heights available

Available in quality, cost effective materials which are
chosen with schools in mind

Multiple choice of ironmongery available

CUBICLES

SOLO

SAFFINA

Access panels can be hinged to provide lockable
storage

Minimal design with a continuous edge
Bespoke to your requirements

Childrens’ heights available

Minimal lead times

Minimal lead times

Pre-assembled

Made bespoke to your requirements

Children’s heights available

Pre-assembled

SANDACE

Light pelmet options are available for all vanity unit styles

Invisible jointing

CANTILEVER

Ultra hygienic
Massive design flexibility

Corian can be moulded to any shape or size
Minimal lead times
Freestanding appearance
Very low maintenance
The space created below can be utilised for storage
A bin can be integrated into the vanity unit by
moulding a hole into the top

Typical Sandace Unit with Moulded Basins

Sandace System with Top Mounted Washbasins and Waterfall Taps

Ultra hygienic

VANITY UNITS

SOLETTE

IPS SYSTEMS

We specialise in making bespoke items to suit any washroom. This can be through either our understanding of which systems to use in even the most difficult of
spaces or creating something entirely new to suit your workplace. Using our wide range of products and wealth of knowledge, the options are endless and we work
with you to realise your ideas. Below are just a few additions to our standard range.

More than just a way to conceal pipework, IPS panels can be a stylish and hygienic addition to your washroom. Our systems are adaptable to toilets, urinals and basins and are sometimes just used as blank panels, which coordinate with the cubicles and vanity unit to create a
cohesive design, which feels minimal and modern.

Huck’s Diner Washrooms - Center Parcs

PRINTED DOORS AND PANELS

BABY CHANGING UNIT

ACCESSIBLE TOILET

SPECTRAWALL

MEDIWALL

If you’re interested in customising the design to suit your
company branding then printed doors and panels are the
easiest way to transform your washroom into something truly
unique. We can provide high resolution images to suit a theme
and create a positive environment.

We design and make our products from scratch,
which ensures a level of continuity in the design.
In this example we have applied the style of the
vanity unit to make a matching bespoke baby
changing unit in the next room.

Accessibility is something that should be considered at the design
stage rather than latterly. Our ‘Doc M’ pack provides enough room
to comfortably manouvre within the space and has a smart finish to
integrate with the rest of the design.

Spectrawall is our standard IPS range to refresh and elevate any
washroom to a high specification. The panels are edged or radiused and
polished before being fixed to the frames using concealed ‘push-fit/liftoff’ fixing clips.

Our Mediwall system is an NHS-approved system which not only helps in the battle
against infection, but also provides functionality and speed - vital for the medical or
hospital environment. Lockable and hinged fixings are available and the panels can
be made to an anti-ligature specification.

BESPOKE AND IPS

BESPOKE ITEMS

MATERIALS

LOCKERS AND SHOWERS
1. Protective overlay
for decorative prints
2. Decorative printed
paper with melamine
resin on two faces
3. Dense layers of
Kraft paper bonded
with phenolic resin

Two decorative sides; edges are machined to smooth radius, exposing the
black core.
Dense layers of kraft paper are bonded together with resin under high
pressure and temperature to make an extremely durable product. Ideal
for high traffic washrooms and changing rooms.
Waterproof for use in showers and high-humidity environments.

HIGH PRESSURE LAMINATE - HPL

Alton Towers - Lockers and Washrooms
Alton Towers had 1.98 million visitors last year and needed a
vast amount of lockers in a high quality specification to cope
with the daily traffic. These were printed to suit the theme and
available in various sizes to increase capacity.

1. Layers of Kraft
paper combined with
thermosetting resin
on two faces
2. Moisture resistant
chipboard core

We have found that providing
showers gives employees the
option of exercising in their
breaks or on their way to work;
to encourage a healthy work/life
balance and a sense of pride in
their workplace.

Decorative laminate is bonded onto both sides with a 1mm PVC lipping to
produce a square edge or smooth post formed finish.
The high pressure laminate is made with 65% kraft paper and 35% thermosetting resin and then bonded onto the chipboard to become a very
durable composite.
Suitable for dry areas with frequent use.

We installed these showers
at Demon Tweeks along with
their new washrooms. Both are
finished to a high standard with a
tasteful, minimal decor using our
Siskin range.

We pride ourselves on delivering washrooms on time and to exacting standards across many sectors.
These are just some of the acclaimed clients we have worked for...

MELAMINE FACED CHIPBOARD - MFC
1. Printed papers
with a melamine resin
on both sides

The decorative melamine surface is applied to two faces, with a PVC lipping
to all other sides available in 1mm or 2mm.

2. Chipboard core

The decorative surface is applied to the chipboard using high pressure and
temperature.
Applicable for dry areas where a light weight, cost-effective solution is
needed.

Throughout the works, the office staff
were always helpful. We are pleased
with the finished product fitted to a
high standard. Thanks to all of the
team at Spectrum for your patience
and expertise!

“Very prompt and efficient service from initial enquiry to final install and commission.
The survey and installation was carried out
professionally to a high standard in an occupied work place with minimal disruption.
I was very happy with the quality of the
cubicles and highly recommend Spectrum
Interiors.”

“The refurbishment of the first floor
male toilets has been installed to a
very high standard and from start
to finish the team has worked well
with out staff, with no complaints.
Well done.”

LOCKERS. SHOWERS. MATERIALS.

SOLID GRADE LAMINATE - SGL

